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Good day everyone, and welcome to Kantar’s fresh look at the topic of wellbeing. Just one bit of housekeeping: If you have questions, please use the chat feature on the webinar platform because we’ll be looking forward to some Q&A at the end of the presentation. With that, let’s dive right in.



Foresight Co-Lab 
Wellbeing & Me

Kantar’s multi-pronged exploration of wellbeing
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Today’s session is part of our multi-pronged exploration on wellbeing.If you’re a client of Kantar’s U.S. MONITOR service, you would have seen that last week we published 7 things to know about wellbeing. That piece focused on 7 trends that showcased how the definition of wellbeing is expandingAnd coming up, Kantar’s Futures practice is launching a new Foresight co-lab: Wellbeing & Me. More on that later.For today, we’re taking a close-in look at how wellbeing is playing out in the marketplace and with individuals.



Meet your hosts
for today’s session

Brea Stevens
Premera Blue Cross

Colleen Sharp
Kantar

Gayle Davey
Kantar
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You’ll hear three voices today. I’m Gayle Davey and along with my Kantar colleague Colleen Sharp, we are delighted to have our guest, Brea Stevens, Strategic Marketing Manager at Premera Blue Cross, who will share insights on how her business is working with Kantar to better relate to and communicate with members looking for a primary care “home.”



The Mainstreaming 
of Wellbeing
Wellbeing has become the central 
motivation and primary consideration 
for consumers across categories
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We’re largely aware that the markers of wellbeing have expanded dramatically. We’ve seen the rise of proactive and preventive health strategies. Technology has transformed our wellbeing through personalized health. We are now more apt to appreciate how our thoughts and emotions affect our wellbeing. Our workplaces offer us wellness benefits recognizing stress impacts productivity.In fact, the influence of wellbeing has spread to so many areas of our lives that it’s moved just one of many things to pay attention to—to a primary one. More and more, we Americans are filtering our lives through the perspective of wellbeing.



The evolution of 
wellbeing is coming 
from myriad directions

WELLBEING
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You might ask where this evolution in our thinking around wellbeing is coming from.GLOBAL CHANGES: �Increasing risk of global health crises�Persistent threat of NCDs /Lifestyle conditions�Increasing impact of climate change�Increasing strain on agricultureMARKETPLACE CHANGES:�Emerging majority-minority population in the U.S.�Continuously aging population�Big data’s increasingly important impact on health�Increasing concerns about health and tech�Widening wealth gap�Slow wage growth�Proliferation of roboticsPERSONAL CHANGES:�Increased requirement for hygiene and sanitation�Rising awareness of allergies and sensitivities�Increasing consumption of plant-based foods�Growing understanding and importance of the microbiome�Increasing perceptions of social isolation�Collectively, these have impacted our POV on wellbeing



As a result, wellbeing 
goes far beyond the 
absence of illness
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Shifting our thinking, shifting our focus and our priorities. When wellbeing was a distinct piece of life, it was generally about not getting sick, about paying attention to your diet and getting exercise. Then along came an awareness about managing stress. Today wellbeing is now all-encompassing. It’s about health, yes, but it’s about mental health, physical health, financial health. It’s about our relationship with technology. It’s about the quality of our social relationships. It’s about where we live. Wellbeing has slowly become the center of many people’s universe.



No matter what 
business you’re 
in, wellbeing 
must be a 
strategic focus

Global Wellness Economy 
$4.5 Trillion Market 

Traditional & 
Complementary 

Medicine
$360b Wellness 

Real Estate
$134b Wellness 

Tourism
$639b

Personal Care, 
Beauty & 

Anti-Aging
$1,083b

Workplace 
Wellness

$48b

Healthy Eating, 
Nutrition & 

Weight Loss
$702b

Preventive & 
Personalized 
Medicine and 
Public Health

$575b

Physical 
Activity
$828b

Thermal 
/Mineral 
Springs
$56b

Spa 
Economy

$119b

Mental 
Wellness

$121b

Source: Global Wellness Institute

Note: Figure for Mental Wellness is for 2019; 
figure for Physical Activity is for 2018; figures 
for all other sectors are for 2017. Numbers do 
not add to total due to overlap in segments. 
Dark colored bubbles are the sectors for which 
GWI conducts in-depth, country-level primary 
research. Light colored bubbles are sectors for 
which GWI aggregates global estimates only, 
drawing from secondary sources.
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And that means, no matter what business you’re in, you must consider wellbeing a strategic focus. Because your customers care, so must you. There is also good business reason: The Global Wellness Institute reports that the wellness economy is 4.5 trillion dollars and it’s not just focused on the traditional aspects of wellbeing. There are numerous emerging wellbeing topics. Let me show you a few.



REAL ESTATE

TRAVEL

TECHNOLOGY

DURABLES

FINANCIAL SERVICES

Look who’s getting in on the wellbeing action

Businesses are no longer staying 
in their traditional swim lanes, 

creating disruption 
to the wellness category
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Not just health insurance or other traditional health and wellness players.It’s real estate. It’s travel. It’s products of all kinds. Tech of course. It’s financial services.This suggests that businesses must widen their aperture or risk being disrupted by those that are more innovative. Here are a few examples of what we’re seeing happening in the marketplace.



WELL Building Certification

Real Estate
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Several years ago, Delos founded the International WELL Building Institute and created the WELL Building Standard, a third-party certification process that evaluates commercial buildings against factors that promote human health and wellness. There are standards for air, water, mind, and movement, among other areas, all intended to create a healthy indoor environment. Now, Delos has expanded their offerings to certifications for homes and hotel rooms, creating an opportunity for businesses to display their commitment to wellness—similar to a LEED certification, but with a focus on how buildings affect people rather than the environment.



Key West’s Personal Space Campaign

Travel
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Travel is typically associated with wellbeing simply because getting away serves to relax and recharge. The connection to wellness is now more overt. Because of COVID-19 travel restrictions over the last year, vacationing to local destinations is more attainable, and Key West actively promoted this idea in their campaign to Florida and Georgia residents.



Mahaton’s Self-Cleaning
Reusable Bottle

Durables
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The Mahaton self-cleaning reusable water bottle is helping to keep people and the environment cleaner and safer. The stainless steel vessel not only filters liquid but also cleans itself to ensure users are getting the safest water possible every time. Single-use plastic water bottles are so passé, and people around the world are trying to limit their use by toting around refillable vessels for daily use. Although these bottles can be difficult to clean, that won’t be a problem with the new Mahaton refillable bottle, as it contains UV technology meant to eliminate bacteria. The bottle, crafted from BPA-free materials, includes a rechargeable cap with various settings and controls to let consumers monitor the cleanliness of the vessel. It only takes 90 seconds of self-cleaning to sterilize.



Google’s Paper Phone

Tech
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The tech sector has been getting more deeply involved in wellbeing. This example comes from Experiments with Google, who launched a digital wellbeing open-source platform. They’ve created all sorts of new tools that help people have control over their time online. The idea is to have life lead your priorities, not technology. One of the new tools is a paper phone which lets a user take a break from their mobile phone, but still stay connected. The paper phone prints a booklet of information you might need for the day like maps, contacts, even recipes. It’s actually a throwback to the days before smart phones.



Financial Services

We’re here to help you go from 
borrower to saver. And we know 
you’ll be happier for it.

“
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Then there is financial services, an industry that is becoming more aware of the linkage between money and wellbeing.  This example is Happy Money, who is aiming to disrupt the credit card industry. They say credit debt is ‘sad money’, whereas savings is happy money. You’ll notice that their messaging is direct. They are trying to provoke people to see the connection between debt and worry, how debt can strip away happiness; a very real aspect of wellbeing. With that, I’ll pass it over to Colleen.



People and their 
Wellbeing:
A Closer Look at the 
Important Drivers of 
Wellbeing
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Thanks, Gayle. So we just were talking about how the evolution of wellbeing is driving changes in business.  Now let’s talk about people…and how consumers’ shifting attitudes are driving these changes. Understanding attitudes will help the wellness industry meet people where they are in their wellbeing journey.



Seven major drivers of wellbeing
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From last week’s U.S. MONITOR, Kantar identified seven big themes that have an impact on people’s wellbeing. Each of these trends is applying both negative impact on our wellbeing, as well as helping to contribute to and enhance our wellbeing. These trends are ones we have been watching in this space – and some of them have been accelerated in the past 18 months by the disruptions of COVID-19, the social justice movement and the economic challenges that have impacted consumers and the marketplace.  In our continuous study of people through the U.S. MONITOR, we decided to dig a little further to uncover what are the MOTIVATING drivers or dimensions that are truly important to people and how they address their wellbeing.



The Core Dimensions of Wellbeing and 
The WellBEINGSwell·be·ing

/ˈ wel ˈˌbēiNG/

noun
the state of being 
comfortable, 
healthy or happy

OXFORD ENGLISH 
DICTIONARY

Financial Physical Social / 
Emotional
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We recognized of course that wellbeing has evolved to more than just health. It’s an overall sense of comfort, happiness, and control that allows us to find that balance of “wellbeing”. So we narrowed the core attributes to focus on the three dimensions that most differentiate people and which they have some measure of control over. They are: Physical Health, Social/Emotional Health and Financial Health. But they do not sit in silos. We can’t consider them alone. Financial worries cause stress, stress causes physical symptoms and relationships can suffer. They are all interrelated. And some may be beyond our control (genetic predisposition to certain health conditions or diseases, an unplanned health or financial setback (or windfall for that matter), or a change in our social world (like a forced lockdown for a year because of a global pandemic)….  These circumstantial changes can alter one’s situation in a mere instant or over time.  But it is truly the attitudes and values that make up who people are that helps them deal with the setbacks and circumstances of life, that impact their perspective on happiness and the ability to achieve it, that help them navigate life in healthier ways come good or bad.�



– Built from the U.S. MONITOR
– Six (6) unique segments that vary in 

their priority and focus on these key 
wellbeing dimensions

– Insights on brands, marketing and 
broader issues

– Projected onto a marketing database of 
240 million U.S. adults for immediate 
activation on your CRM system and 
online and offline platforms.

The WellBEINGS 
Segmentation

Wellbeing Index

OVERALL

100
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And so we developed The WellBeings – a solution created from the U.S. MONITOR that identifies six discrete groups who vary in their attitudes, priorities and engagement with their physical, social/emotional and financial health. And because it is built from MONITOR, we can look at each segment within the U.S. MONITOR, to understand them well beyond just these three dimensions. For MONITOR clients who have integrated their own proprietary questions into MONITOR, we can help shed light on who are core targets, their motivations and how best to engage them. And, like our other MONITOR Analytics data assets, the WellBEINGS have been projected onto a national marketing platform scoring the entire U.S. adult population into one of the six segments. This allows clients to easily append the segments within their CRM systems, understand geographic markets and regions, and target prospects through our direct and digital audience creation platforms. Of course, we are constantly re-investing in our MONITOR research, which makes the WellBEINGS a ready-made, go-to-market solution for clients who want to better understand how wellbeing “plays out” across different groups of people.



Meet the WellBEINGS Segments

119 117
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So let’s meet our six WellBEINGS segments. And to help in remembering the names, each one starts with a letter in the word BEINGS – which is why we capitalize WellBEINGS.In our wellbeing index tuned to the entire U.S. population, we can see from the “Black wheel of wellbeing” that no one is completely balanced at 100 as indicated.  Everyone is a little out of balance on one or more of our three dimensions – some over-indexing, some under-indexing on their Physical wellbeing, Social/Emotional wellbeing and Financial wellbeing.  No judgement at all here, folks, every segment is important and presents opportunities for marketers to engage them where they are.



Meet the WellBEINGS Segments

BEST 
INTENTIONS

POSITIVE – ALTRUISTIC –
OPTIMISTIC –
HARDWORKING

“I find purpose in helping 
others and the broader world 
but could use advice and 
products to help me better 
manage my own health and 
finances.”

9%

B94
104

84

93

ENGAGED 
EXCEL-ERATORS

119

E114 107

119

HOLISTIC – PROACTIVE –
BALANCED – PROTECTIVE

“I’m disciplined in all areas of 
life. Holistic health is my 
mantra as I seek balance 
across all aspects of my 
wellbeing, and I’m happy to 
invest in myself.”

7%

N

103

97
96

91

NONALIGNED
INVESTIGATORS

DIY’ER – SKEPTICAL –
SELF-RELIANT –
ENTERPRISING

“I trust myself to get through 
life and I have concerns about 
ensuring a secure retirement 
down the road. I’m in the 
driver’s seat so don’t tell me 
what to do - give me the keys 
and I’ll take it from here.”

25%

G97

73

113

109

GENIAL
GLIDERS

CONTENT – RISK-AVERSE –
COMPLACENT –
HEALTH BLINDERS

“I’ve worked hard to get where I 
am today! But my indifference 
towards my health has started 
to catch up with me. I'm worried 
my health challenges may 
hamper the happy retirement 
I’ve been counting on.”

19%

I

119

91
77

80

IMPATIENT
INVINCIBLES

OPTIMISTIC – AMBITIOUS –
EXPERIMENTAL –
PRESENT-MINDED

“I set a high bar for myself and 
push to excel at all times. I’m 
on track with my physical 
health but I stress about being 
able to achieve the goals I’ve 
set for my finances and 
relationships.”

24%

117

S119
110

130
SAVVY

STANDOUTS

AFFLUENT – RESPONSIBLE 
– BIG SPENDER –
GENEROUS

“My focus on my finances has 
paved the way for a lifestyle 
where I can truly relish in what 
I’ve accomplished. I’m willing to 
splurge – on myself, my health 
and others. It’s nice to be able 
to share my good fortune.” 

16%
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So let’s dig a little deeper into each one:B for Best Intentions. They prioritize their social circles of family and community over their health and finances. They don’t let challenges with their health or finances get them down—but their focus is on bigger problems challenging the world at large like social justice and sustainability. They prize their connection to their culture and value others. Control is important to them and with the best of intentions, they know what they SHOULD do, but don’t always hit those goals. They need help with both improving their financial security and managing their health and would be open to insurance products to help them care for their loved ones as well as solutions that use technology to help them keep accountable as well as environmentally friendly products and packaging.E for Engaged Excel-erators who make health and wellbeing a core discipline managed holistically. Good community/family relationships are critical to their happiness. They’re open to healthy products from trusted brands that can support both their physical and mental wellbeing. Their holisitic disciplined attitude extends to their finances as well. Overall a practical and highly self-motivated segment, seeking products and services that can keep them healthy and active as they age, that are natural and toxin free and financial services with a long-term horizon.I is for Impatient Invincibles. They love challenges and are constantly trying to hit their health goals, reduce their stress and save money for the next big purchase. They’re in good shape physically and have an active lifestyle, but struggle in their confidence to manage their relationships and their finances. Brands that offer ways to achieve their lofty goals, as well as provide the latest innovations that can show the world that they’re on top of it all, will appeal. These mobile and digital natives seek the convenience that technology and apps provide as well as their ability to connect with other people. N is Non-aligned Investigators who consider themselves the average Joe or Jane. Skeptical about big brands, big pharma, big banks, they are self-reliant and trust themselves to self-inform and make decisions on their own. They work hard, have modest aspirations and get by with as little active focus on their health as they can. Providing for their families is key. Tech is a tool for online research and purchase and they are more likely to choose the cheapest item and brands with guarantees over the latest innovation. Their biggest stressor is around retirement planning and could use DIY financial products and services that help them gain a more solid footing on their longterm finances. G is for Genial Gliders,  modest in their financial aspirations and content with where they are.  They want to minimize any risk to a long and happy retirement surrounded by their loved ones. But they have some uphill battles to face because  health has never been a priority and they are starting to encounter health issues driven by their lifestyle choices along the way.  They need help with getting in shape. With a focus on risk mitigation, this segment would be open to engaging in person 1:1 for both Financial and health services and have somebody else holding them accountable .S is for the Savvy Standouts our most affluent group – almost off the charts when it comes to their financial wellbeing.  Likewise, they are overindexed in their physical wellbeing – which as we know access to education and healthcare tends to set one up for healthier lifestyles and a longterm proactive health attitude. Savvy Standouts are open to spending on travel, experiences that their family can enjoy together. Their greatest disruption to their lives with COVID was giving up on BIG PLANS (e.g., vacation, selling or buying a house, etc.). They are generous in supporting causes and will invest in the highest-quality health products and services that help them maintain their wellbeing and project their vitality and youthfulness to others. 



– Health attitudes and behavior
– Nutrition, diet, exercise
– Self-reported health conditions

Physical Wellbeing 
Dimensions

Wellbeing Index

OVERALL

100
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So now that we know about each of the segments, let’s dig into The attributes of each dimension and see how they play out across the segments.PHYSICAL WELLBEING was constructed with questions in our MONITOR survey that asked about one’s self-assessment of one’s own health (from poor to excelltent)); created an average of 7 self-reported health conditions (lifestyle diseases like HBP, HCL, Diabetes2, Anxiety and Depression); and identified health attitudes and behavior towards exercise, diet, nutrition, toxins and stress. 



Diet and exercise are staples to physical wellbeing prioritized 
by some more than others 

Source: Kantar U.S. MONITOR 2020

76%

65%

81%
72%

67%
62%

65%

57%
63%

49%

75%
69%

Exercising On A Regular BasisEating A Healthy Diet

Importance to overall wellbeing: extremely / very important 

PHYSICAL 
WELLBEING

BEST 
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IMPATIENT 
INVINCIBLES

NON-ALIGNED
INVESTIGATORS

ENGAGED 
EXCEL-ERATORS

GENIAL
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SAVVY 
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While we found consistently high attitudes towards wellbeing across all segments in terms of people prioritizing good sleep, stress management and hydration, , wse start to see some divergence among people when we get into some deeper levels of physical wellbeing.  So as we look across the segments, 3 standout who place greater emphasis on healthy eating and regular exercise. – purple best intentions (they DO have the best inTENtions, blue Engaged Excelerators and the green Savvy Standouts. The other three groups fall short in comparison, with fewer than ½ of our genial gliders (red) exercising on a regular basis



Some segments demonstrate a deeper commitment to healthy 
behavior more than others

Source: Kantar U.S. MONITOR 2020

83%

60%
49%

86%

69%
60%

74%

57%

41%

75%

54%

39%

75%

47%
37%

79%

61%
50%

I do everything I can to promote 
and maintain my personal health 

and wellness (Total Agree)
I prioritize buying high quality food 

over other spending areas in my 
life (Total Agree)

I'm trying to eat less meat in my 
overall diet  (Total Agree)

PHYSICAL 
WELLBEING

BEST 
INTENTIONS

IMPATIENT 
INVINCIBLES

NON-ALIGNED
INVESTIGATORS

ENGAGED 
EXCEL-ERATORS

GENIAL
GLIDERS

SAVVY 
STANDOUTS
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While the vast majority of people – and really all the segments – talk a good line about doing everything they can to promote and maintain their health and wellness…when it comes to spending on higher quality food, or making some behavior changes like eating less meat – we find that “what they say” isn’t always “what they do”… The “blue” Engaged Ex-celerators are quite consistent in both their health attitudes and their behaviors – others speak a good line (like the GENIAL Gliders) but they need more help in setting and meeting health goals that can make meaningful difference in their lives



Understanding the varying motivations and barriers of each 
segment can provide insight to engaging them

Source: Kantar U.S. MONITOR 2020

64%

50%
58%

49%

71%

50%

69%

43%

60%

31%

60%
51%

Importance to overall wellbeing: Looking Fit And Attractive: 
(Extremely/very important)

I think health is important, but other things 
often take priority in my life   (Total Agree)
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Each of the segments have some core motivators or barriers that impact their attitudes, behaviors and the outcomes of their physical health.  One of these is just whether or not they see health as a priority – can be a motivator or barrier if not. We also saw segments whose wellbeing motivation was  “looking fit and attractive”– While most segments were split on whether this was a primary factor in their wellbeing, we can see that their own appearance to themselves and others is not a motivator for the red Genial Gliders and yellow Non-aligned Investigators (Yellow).Why is it important to understand how people value their wellbeing and might motivate their behavior? Because as we’ll see a bit later in the session, this uncovers some valuable insights for for marketers for delivering the best solution and right message to target segments. 



Meeting consumers where they are to encourage healthy choices

RYDE JANUARY CHALLENGE
This Houston-based spin cycle company recognizes that people 
may be motivated to commit to working  out with achievable goals 
and offer a variety of incentives: from straight-out cash, to discounts 
on fees for more rydes or cool gifts to share with others. 

SIMPLY GOOD JARS
Ready-to-eat salads in a jar, these tasty meals are curated by a 
trained chef and served out of vending machine-style fridges 
popping up in gyms, malls and workplaces across the country. 
With great ingredients and convenient packaging, they provide 
an alternative to fast food options and make eating a healthy 
salad quick and easy. 

PHYSICAL 
WELLBEING
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So if we consider that physical health is a primary dimension of wellbeing, and that motivations and barriers to physical health can be instrumental in engaging people in their physical health, what do we see happening today among certain brands. We have 2 marketplace examples of brands Identifying ways to engage people. Ryde, a spin cycle company in Houston, provides a variety of incentives from cash to cool gifts to share (like magnums of champagne) to get people to stay engaged …Likewise Simply Good Jars has recognized that making healthy choices easy and simple to access – can draw people into your fold. Their ready-to-eat salads are fresh and tasty and can be found in refrigerated vending machines making it easy to eat healthily when you’re out of the house.



– Strength of relationships and connections
– Desire to find community
– Cultural connection and inclusivity
– Mental health and stress management

Social / Emotional 
Wellbeing Dimensions

Wellbeing Index

OVERALL

100
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So let’s turn to the dimension of Social/Emotional. The attributes of SOCIAL/EMOTIONAL consisted of people’s strength of relationships and connections with friends and family; a desire to find community, cultural connection and inclusivity; and mental health priorities, as well as self-assessment of one’s ability to manage stress. 



The most important aspect of own wellbeing
Total US Pop: Physical health (42%), Mental health (41%), Spiritual health (18%)

SOCIAL/EMOTIONAL 
WELLBEING

BEST 
INTENTIONS

IMPATIENT 
INVINCIBLES

NON-ALIGNED
INVESTIGATORS

ENGAGED 
EXCEL-ERATORS

GENIAL
GLIDERS

SAVVY 
STANDOUTS

Mental health plays a significant role in one’s wellbeing –
and is valued and cultivated differently by different segments

41% 48%
33% 40% 46% 46%

36%
35%

51% 42% 36% 43%

24% 17% 16% 19% 19% 11%

Best Intentions Engaged Ex-celerators Impatient Invincibles Nonaligned Investigators Genial Gliders Savvy Standouts

Your physical health Your mental health Your spiritual health
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Mental and emotional health has become more important for all in the U.S. in recent years. In 2019 and early 2020, the total US pop prioritized their wellbeing almost equally between physical health (42%) and their mental health (41%).  Yet as we look at the 6 WellBEINGS, we see a wide disparity across the six segments. Our Orange Impatient Invincibles rate Mental health 51% of the time as the most important aspect of their wellbeing while physical health is most important to just 33%. Compare that to the red Genial Gliders who rate their physical health more (46%) than their mental health (36Interestingly, this question flipped significantly in June 2020 while the entire country was in lockdown with COVID-19 – Physical health importance to wellbeing shot from 42% in March 2020 as news of COVID was just beginning to shut down the country up to 59% with 4 segments ranking it over 60% in importance…Needless to say, mental health as equal to or greater than physical health dropped across the spectrum as people grappled with how to keep safe and avoid getting ill. Our latest 2021 data gathered between March and May of this year is holding on to that focus on the physical elements of health as we strive to come out of the pandemic that is still ever-present.



Managing stress is harder for some 
than others

19% 19%

30%
26%

17%

22%

Whether feel are managing stress 
in life effectively: No I am not

Source: Kantar U.S. MONITOR 2020
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As we look at stress management, we know that some people are more resilient here than others. One out of three Orange Impatient Invincibles and over a quarter of Yello Non-Aligned Investigators struggle with getting a handle on stress. For some it might mean helping them with convenient solutions or simplified choices; for others it might mean enabling them to disengage from technology or connect with others for support.



Relationships and community or lack thereof factor into 
one’s wellbeing

Source: Kantar U.S. MONITOR 2020; Kantar U.S. MONITOR August 2020 Recontact

66%

41%

60%

45%
52% 51%

55%

43%

57%

41%45%
51%

Since COVID-19 started, I am feeling MORE Isolated 
(More/Less/The Same)

Faith: Having firm religious beliefs: 
extremely / very important personal value

SOCIAL/EMOTIONAL 
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Finally, as we look at how people thrive in their relationships with others or even a “higher power”, we see Best Intentions (purple) are the most likely to rely on their faith to get them through life, and that Orange Impatient Invincibles and Green Savvy Standouts are the least likely to have strong religious beliefs.  Ironically those are the same two segments who were experiencing the greatest isolation during COVID last August. Both of these segments are highly social beings but also don’t rely on religion to help them when those social connections are cut off, by something like a global pandemic. 



Meeting consumers where they are to address their social 
and emotional health

OHIO STATE WELLNESS
The Ohio State University Wexner Medical Center is offering 
guided imagery and meditation practices to help patients 
prepare for surgery, ease stress, or even for dealing with grief 
and loss.  The guided imagery is free and a downloadable mp3 
file on their website, makes it accessible for anyone. 

REMRISE
A new brand that is reimagining sleep supplements with a holistic, 
personalized spin.The plant-based formulas are offered as a 
subscription,and are enhanced with an assortment of digital tools: 
an online educational platform, a meditation app, a sleep diary 
tracking tool that connect to devices like Fitbit.

SOCIAL/EMOTIONAL 
WELLBEING
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So who’s doing this right? We have a couple of examples here of organizations addressing multiple factors in social/emotional health  - recognizing that the symptoms and the needs are different for different people. Remrise offers a sleep supplement but enhances it with an education, a meditation app and a trackable sleep diary.  Ohio State Wellness offers a platform for patients that uses guided imagery and meditation to prepare for surgery, reduce stress or deal with grief and loss, all downloadable for easy access. Great examples of companies integrating the multiple factors of social and emotional wellbeing into their solutions.



– Wealth indicators
– Fiscal discipline
– Financial confidence
– Retirement preparedness 

Financial Wellbeing 
Dimensions

Wellbeing Index

OVERALL

100
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So let’s turn to The last dimension going into The WellBEINGS, Financial Wellbeing. And include variables such as income, net worth, and types of investment vehicles (some requiring more savvy than others) as well as attitudes towards financial security, financial management, and retirement preparation. 



Source: Kantar U.S. MONITOR 2020; Kantar U.S. MONITOR June 2020
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54%

87%

31%

82%

59%

80%

52%

82%

39%

85%

28%

I live paycheck to paycheck Feeling In Control Of Your Financial 
Situation: Extremely/Very Important to 

Overall Wellbeing

BEST 
INTENTIONS

IMPATIENT 
INVINCIBLES

NON-ALIGNED
INVESTIGATORS

ENGAGED 
EXCEL-ERATORS

GENIAL
GLIDERS

SAVVY 
STANDOUTS

FINANCIAL
WELLBEINGThe WellBEINGS have varying financial profiles and concerns
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The segmentation started to identify cohorts with different financial needs. While it’s unanimous across all segments (equivalent to 83% of all American consumers) that feeling in control of one’s financial situation plays a significant role in one’s wellbeing. Unfortunately not everyone is able to feel in control due to their current financial circumstances…The majority of the Purple Best Intentions and Yellow Non-Aligned Investigators are living paycheck to paycheck, with a whopping 6 out of 10 Orange Impatient Invincibles also in that situation.  It makes for a precarious way to live – decidedly impacting one’s sense of control!



Source: Kantar U.S. MONITOR 2020; Kantar U.S. MONITOR June 2020
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65%

49% 47%
41%

50%

29%

64%

30%

70%

I pay the full balance on my credit card by the due date: 
(among those who currently have a credit card)

I do not have as much discipline as I would 
like when it comes to how I spend money 

(Total Agree)

FINANCIAL
WELLBEING

BEST 
INTENTIONS

IMPATIENT 
INVINCIBLES

NON-ALIGNED
INVESTIGATORS

ENGAGED 
EXCEL-ERATORS

GENIAL
GLIDERS

SAVVY 
STANDOUTS

Day-to-day money management varies across the segments
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These findings give way to uncovering need……and different groups may struggle with every day money management, primarily Best Intentions, Impatient Invisibles and Non-Aligned Investigators. Best Intentions and Impatient Invincibles prioritize getting out of debt, as well as learning and tools to improve their budgeting and expense management. On the other hand, others prioritize financial  solutions that help them with longterm financial planning



Source: Kantar U.S. MONITOR 2020
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42%
53%
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51%52%

58%
50%

37%

76%

38%40%

72%

44%

Having enough money to retire on: 
Very / fairly worried: 

I know where I stand in terms of being 
financially prepared for retirement 

(Total Agree)

I feel overwhelmed by the number 
of different ways I can invest my 
money  (Total agree)

FINANCIAL
WELLBEING

BEST 
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IMPATIENT 
INVINCIBLES

NON-ALIGNED
INVESTIGATORS

ENGAGED 
EXCEL-ERATORS

GENIAL
GLIDERS

SAVVY 
STANDOUTS

Some consumers struggle with knowing what to do for better 
financial wellbeing; whereas others struggle with how to do it
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Blue Engaged Ex-celerators feel very much in control and knowledgeable about their finances, as compared to Yellow Non-Aligned Investigators who are actively worried and searching for solutions to understand and manage their retirement savings. Fewer than half (47%) of Non-Aligned Investigators are confident they’ll be able to retire at the age they want as compared to 69% of Savvy Standouts. …And not everyone is prepared or aware or confident about how to navigate the financial world. Among our wealthiest segments,  (blue Engaged Excelerators and green Savvy Standouts both with greater means and lower concerns, yet 2 out of 5 feel overwhelmed by the choices and complexity of personal investing. Provides some ripe opportunities for meeting their needs!



There are lots of ways to offer financial solutions for key segments

EVERSAFE
EverSafe is a financial protection service aimed at less tech-savvy 
aging users. EverSafe monitors financial accounts and sends an alert 
to members when it detects unusual activity. EverSafe offers 24/7 
phone assistance, and lets members designate advocates to also 
receive alerts, allowing a caretaker or family member to monitor their 
loved one’s security and intervene as necessary. 

HSBC FINANCIAL WELLNESS CENTER
HSBC has partnered with Everfi to create a series of modules on 
a variety of topics, including Savings, Credit Cards & Credit 
Scores, Financing Higher Education, Renting vs. Owning, Taxes 
and Insurance, to provide the tools to better manage one’s 
financial future. Additionally, HSBC has created the 
YourMoneyCounts financial wellness program offered to the 
community in a classroom setting.

FINANCIAL
WELLBEING
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So where are the opportunities here? Here are two interesting great marketplace examples where the appropriate financial solution is being offered to specific types of people.  EverSafe is a financial protection service, targeting adults who may be caring for aging parents – that helps keep an eye on their finances and alerts the caregiver if there is unusual activity. HSBC established a financial wellness center with Everfi and offers training modules on savings, credit cards and credit score and renting vs owning – providing financial literacy to many who need it.All of these examples we’ve pulled from our marketplace research – these are companies NOT using Kantar’s WellBEINGS (at the moment) as they focus on applying wellbeing within the swim lane of their industry.  

https://www.us.hsbc.com/financial-wellness/getting-financially-fit/
https://www.us.hsbc.com/yourmoneycounts/


WellBEINGS’ 
application in the 
primary care space

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let me turn it over now to Brea Stevens from Premera Blue Cross who’ll share how that organization is using the WellBEINGS segmentation to 
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We are here to 
guide, support,

and advocate for 
our patients’ health. 

Every day.
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Kantar’s 
Well-

BEINGS

Claims 
data

Consumer 
profiles
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Spokane segmentation percentages

4% 2% 13% 36% 33% 12%
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Milestone preventive care

Claims-based trigger communications

ER/Urgent Care Utilization Chronic Conditions Support Life Events

Future Needs Impending Needs Immediate Needs

Content outreach

Social media targeting Lifestyle / condition educational 
tools & engagementsSegment outreach via employers
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1 32
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Spokane is our betaExpand to WA and AK where a majority of our membership residesThen on to our national populationsSo let me turn it back over to Colleen.



So should we stay 
in our own lane?
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Thanks Brea. It’s been so interesting to see what you’ve accomplished with the attitudinal insights from the WellBEINGS to illuminate your understanding and your engagement with your members in their wellbeing journey.Here’s a thought as we consider the how to best leverage the integration of wellbeing across the multiple dimensions we’ve outlined. I shared some great marketplace examples of companies offering physical, or emotional/social or financial wellbeing solutions.  But the opportunity lies in crossing over those swim lanes to understand your targets’ balance across these three dimensions and meet them where they are by understanding what they prioritize how they engage, as well as their barriers and motivations to achieving wellbeing.



The value-add of a multi-dimensional approach to wellbeing

SPROUTT

Sproutt Insurance views financial health as just the start: it uses data 
and AI to reward life insurance customers who live healthy lifestyles. 
Sproutt strives to celebrate life in rewarding people for being active, 
sleeping well or living balanced, community-supported lives. Aiming to 
recognize good, life-extending behaviors as a preventative way to 
reduce spending later in life—from doctor’s visits to endless 
prescriptions—Sprout is pushing the boundaries of what “life 
insurance” could mean, making it at once proactive and celebratory.

ZAVFIT
ZavFit is an emerging tech start-up that has built the first health tool 
for money that focuses on improving the health and happiness of 
the individual as an outcome. Offering a financial fitness 
assessment of your wellbeing and where satisfaction comes from 
(your work, hobbies, friends as well as your volunteering and 
spending), it offers insights on goal setting and tracking for overall 
enhanced wellbeing.
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The real opportunity of course lies in recognizing the multi-dimensional aspects of wellbeing – and offering a solution that reflects that inter-connectivity. We’ve got two examples of company’s doing this today. Unlike its predecessors, Sproutt Life Insurance views financial health as core, but then applies data and AI to reward life insurance customers who live healthy lifestyles. Sproutt’s positioning is one of celebrating life and rewards people for such healthy behavior as being active, sleeping well or living balanced, community-supported lives. ZavFit is a tech start up that has built financial wellbeing around the concept of emotional wellbeing and aims to improve both the health AND the happiness of the individual.  They offer a financial fitness assessment, that identifies one’s satisfaction with a variety of parts of your life: your work, hobbies, friends, community involvement like volunteering – and how you feel when you spend money.  They then help you set and track financial and healthy lifestyle goals, helping you recognize where certain types of spending creates anxiety and guide you toward financial fitness that can in fact IMPROVE your confidence and self esteem.Just think if they had insights as to which WellBEINGS segments could benefit most from either of their services!

https://sproutt.com/
https://zavfit.com/


Getting Started
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We’ve heard a lot today on the evolution of wellbeing and the trends we’re documenting as providing enormous opportunity to every type of industry. We’ve got ways to help you get started towards better understanding your constituents’ wellbeing journey and helping your organization take advantage of this growing field.



For more information on 
The WellBEINGS, 
please contact:
Colleen Sharp
Senior Vice President, MONITOR Analytics
Colleen.sharp@kantar.com



Wellbeing & Me

Kantar’s Foresight Co-Lab – July 2021

The way that people think about and pursue wellbeing is evolving quickly and 
brands need to better understand where consumers are now… and anticipate what 
will come next. 
With this in mind, Kantar is convening the Wellbeing & Me Co-Lab for professionals 
working in insight, foresight, strategy & innovation. 
Sponsors of the Co-Lab will receive: Health and wellness is no longer 

just a category or sector. It is a 
benefit that consumers want 
from every product and 
service…This is the opportunity 
for brands moving forward—to 
give people the ability to be more 
involved in their own health. 
Certainly, this applies to those in 
the health and wellness space, 
but this is also about brands in 
every sector of the marketplace.

J. Walker Smith 
Knowledge Lead, Consulting 

Division 

“

Please contact your account manager 
or reach out to us directly to learn more. 

Don Abraham
don.abraham@kantar.com

Chris Carbone
chris.carbone@kantar.com

An onboarding call and an initial 
set of insights about the changing 
wellbeing landscape, mined from 
MONITOR.

A Co-Lab roundtable with peers 
from other world-class organizations. 
Hosted by J. Walker Smith and Don 
Abraham, this virtual event will give 
sponsors the chance to debate the 
future and learn from each other. 

The Wellbeing & Me research 
report describing how wellbeing will 
evolve and where opportunities will lie 
for brands in coming years.

A private 60-minute briefing for 
each sponsor organization led by 
members of Kantar’s foresight and 
innovation team. 
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Consider investing in our upcoming co-lab….



Looking Beyond
Health & Wellness

THANK YOU!

June 23, 2021

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And now Gayle and Brea and I are here to take questions which you may have put into the chat.  Gayle ready to start???
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